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Fig 1. Google’s patent for a ‘server
sandwich’ assembly, where two
motherboards are attached to one
liquid-cooled heat sink. Note the
use of the scale figure within an
abstract model of a data center.1

1. “Closer Look: Google’s Server
Sandwich Design.” Data Center
Knowledge. Accessed May 2, 2015.
http://www.datacenterknowledge.
com/closer-look-googles-server-sandwich-design/.
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ON DATA CENTERS
Digital data contributes to an increasingly
alienated aspect of our infrastructure. The
complex practices of the Internet produce highly
specified, engineered objects. Though their forms
are ‘optimized,’ their intentions are not: the two
primary considerations for the development of
the infrastructure of the Internet are energy
and security. Each category presents its own
deliberations, but both often produce nonarchitectural, infrastructural elements beyond
public visibility. The hidden infrastructure of data
storage and mining (the indexing and analysis of
data and traffic) produces spaces outside the agency
of normative architectural discourse.
Inline notes; use endnotes, not
footnotes this time.

The key consideration for the design of the
Internet is redundancy, which operates in four
ways: the redundancy of storage, the redundancy
of energy supply, the redundancy of security, and
the redundancy of data flow and connectivity. All
data is ‘backed up’ twice, on two separate hard
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drives somewhere in physical space. All data centers
receive multiple power supplies and have their own
uninterrupted power supply (UPS). Multiple physical
security measures control the physical access to data
centers at their exteriors and within their interiors.
Multiple routes exist from one node in a network
to another node in another network, eliminating
the blockage of information from one computer to
another.
This thesis challenges the infrastructure of
the Internet and its key element, the data center.
Whereas the data center is the ultimate node for
connectivity (it is where our data is hosted), the
formal, ecological, and political implications of its
architecture are largely ignored. By addressing the
conceptual and material problem of redundancy,
architecture can reenter the discourse of data center
design, which is currently dominated by engineering
principles of ‘efficiency’ and ‘optimization’. More
broadly, we can begin to question the architecture
of redundancy as a theoretical framework with
formal and material implications. The issues of
energy and security present a specific problem
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Fig. 2. Another Google patent for
modular cooling in a data center.
This plan diagram shows humans
occupying the ‘cool aisle’ between
two rows of server racks.2

within a paradigm of redundancy in data storage
and connectivity. Moreover, when viewing the data
center as the machine (not just its components), one
must consider another discourse: closed ecological
systems within the larger framework of cybernetics.
Though the data center may the telos of this project,
the question remains: what is a homeostatic
architecture, where building, machine, and organism
coalesce into one?

2. Hamburgen, William et al. 2009.
Modular data center cooling. US
Patent 8,320,125, filed Dec. 4, 2009,
and issued Nov. 27, 2012.
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CONTENTION
Udipsa vero expernam aut occupta ssiminientia
cusdaep tatiunt enitam re non con eost, id eum
conserf erchitia inia veremporum que pellaudictis
aut adi nias numet omnihil lestibus plandel luptas as
quist, con pel el int experibus.
Pudit ipsamus dolorru ntotas del ex ellabor estrum
andae cumqui ut dolut aut magnis ad utem evenimi
nverchil most, officiendit optasitem eaquibus
dolorepudam enim invento dolorro ilit andesto
occum volutem ab is ea consectur? Oresti autaspe
rfernat enducid que que porum nos ducil incimi,
corepudae necusciis qui derume voluptatia nihicto
taercit haribus, con ra vit esedis et perit vellabor
sandunt as sint quidene con pres doluptam alique
Inline notes; use endnotes, not
footnotes this time.

consedit harcipi stiorro comnimus duciliquam
sinis explica turiorae placien tecaerrum que nihiliq
uiatem. At.
Con con exceati derferum quunt.
Et doloratur? Occatiatur, sit quiam, commos acepro
dolor ad molut rest quatem quibus, sentiassunt
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faccabo reprecum dus et quibus, explit pre, ipsa
quam ulpa sed est volorep eruptas sequi doleseque
simpero reperum, ut ipsam hiti unturitatem ea alit
et et parunt periasit debit enihil escimus.
Oluptur reriorpos etur minihit eum ut eos eum
Git laccum, odio. Nam endionsequo essequat lat
dus.
Doluptaerum res derum, untotatur? Ficipientius
alignam quia quossuntet escitat facimpore, et
expelector sunt, quati veliquo magnatatis disque
prerepe llaudit fuga. Ut optatem fugit quisquiamet
ullaciatur? Ga. Et ma veliqui voluptatur, et, ut officid
quisciunt faccatur modi dest audipiet exerorro
maxim fugitemque nonse conectem. Mus aut eaque
et qui blaborum eum ipsum volupta verferiam, quis
eatem is dolessim exerum qui omnist, ut oditate
mporro quia conemol orestiis sit ut parciam ea
distiistiore quo vellisqui cum am, et, ut quae re
latatur, nonsed que pra alitam aut ut is assit laut et
mos veratus doluptis qui blaut et re ped que coria
disque sus et doluptur rae parciis dolum estio. Ut ad
modition con pro qui volorec totaquo cum inis unt.
Nimi, simi, consequas dolessi magnatene elitam
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Captions

Henihicit res il et faccus ant voloris doluptiati apel
molupta quis el et porectem natur, optatio rporunt
as qui videstia diosantes ellesti oribus mint, inis
qui cuptae. Tusani serupta voluptatiore abore sitam
fugiae rae era conet quam re santio que et enihil
magnia sunt que voluptiur, quid quis que non rerciet
porem in et anihicae nis rera simillabo. Nam hario
esed quis aut dendani mposam estrum endit la dene
repror re placcustinum everibus nusciis est, conem
essimus dolorestis mos aute niat audi doluptur simo
ex esci nullab ipsuntis modia quat perum quossi
consequid qui renis sapelitium cor solupta tiorrovidi
delenih itibus apedis aut optiasp erorume nonet aut
porem videm inctio volorro min natur? Qui blaut qui
volupti squias exceptus eum lacest quam ilitemqui
nostet que qui aut uta pratibea venda sum none
volorumquo eatest eum saecto odiamendit pos de
Inline notes; use endnotes, not
footnotes this time.

in rehendandias sentiaest odicius dolor molor seque
exernam, as ut molectem quaectat.
Sam lignat lam fugia dolupta nossequ idemporestis
aliqui ut et ped eostem eaquo volorem. Tore plam
ut repedia dem ello ipid eturibus cum rerum fuga.
Emos inullor atatio. Nam, odiatempore volent, ut
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“THE WORLD INSIDE THE SCREEN SEEMED
TO HAVE NO PHYSICAL REALITY OF ITS
OWN [...] IF YOU WENT AND LOOKED FOR
IMAGES OF THE INTERNET, THIS WAS ALL
THAT YOU FOUND: THIS FAMOUS IMAGE
BY OPTE, OF THE INTERNET AS THE MILKY
WAY, AS THIS EXPANSE WHERE WE DON’T
SEEM TO BE ANYWHERE ON IT, WE NEVER
SEEM TO GRASP IT IN ITS TOTALITY. IT’S
ALWAYS REMINDED ME OF THE APOLLO
IMAGE OF THE EARTH, THE BLUE MARBLE
PICTURE. AND IT’S SIMILARLY MEANT
TO SUGGEST THAT WE CAN’T REALLY
UNDERSTAND IT AS A WHOLE, WE’RE
ALWAYS SORT OF SMALL IN THE FACE OF
ITS EXPANSE.”3
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3. “Andrew Blum: What is the
Internet, really?.” YouTube video,
11:59. Posted by “TED,” September
19, 2012. https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=XE_FPEFpHt4

THE PHYSICAL INTERNET
The Internet is the common inter-network of
all the digitally connected networks on the World
Wide Web. There are many intranets (a network
spanning within a clearly defined organization
of computers and devices) but there is only one
Internet. By following the correct protocols for data
exchange, any single intranet can become part of the
larger system.
The Internet is commonly thought of as
an immaterial system, one that exists solely
in virtual space; the term ‘cloud computing’
reinforces this notion. In reality, the Internet takes
place on a vast physical infrastructure from one
Fig. 3 & 4: Above, Opte’s Map of the
Internet. Below, the Blue Marble
from Apollo 17, one of the first color
photographs of the Earth.
Image Credits:
Opte Project, “Map of the Internet.”
Nov. 23, 2003. Digital image.
Source: http://www.opte.org/maps/
under Creative commons license.
NASA, “Full Earth.” 1972.

computer to another. To understand the depths
of this infrastructure, one must understand the
components:
1) The client: Any computer, mobile device, or
terminal used to access data for the end user
2) The router: The device that handles data
exchange over a network
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3) The Internet Service Provider: ISPs are the
organizations that connect a local network (such as a
residential network) to its infrastructure. ISPs share
data with one another to create the World Wide
Web.
4) The Internet Exchange Point: IXPs are the
locations where multiple ISPs exchange data with
one another.
5) The fiber optic network: The physical
medium by which data is primarily exchanged.
Fiber optic cables transmit light at high speeds
throughout the network of the ISP, and connect at
IXPs.
6) The data center: The facilities that store
information on the Internet.
7) The server: The server exists to save and
upload data to the end user. Because they are not
typical computers, they do not have monitors and
graphical interfaces, and are slim, efficiently stacked
machines that usually exist in high quantities
alongside one another. A data server is a single
machine that takes up one slot in a server rack.
These physical components create the essential
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Fig. 5: (opposite) A diagram of
local internets connected to the
larger Internet, diagramming the
components and facilities that
create the World Wide Web.

infrastructure of the Internet. Conceptually
the Internet is the exchange of many networks.
Physically it is an expansive infrastructure that
meets at material endpoints (computers that store
and process information) through material means
(fiber optic cables, landing stations, internet
exchange points, telecom lines, routers, Ethernet,
and Wi-Fi).
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DIGITAL MATERIALISM
4. Tom Vanderbilt, “Data
Center Overload,” The New
York Times, June 14, 2009,
sec. Magazine, http://www.
nytimes.com/2009/06/14/
magazine/14search-t.html. ¶12

“In reality, the cloud is giant buildings full of
computers and diesel generators,” Manos says. “There’s
not really anything white or fluffy about it.” 4
Data centers are a crucial development
in contemporary infrastructure. They are the
storehouses of information that we access when
we use the Internet. While “the cloud” may reduce
the information we have to store on hand (on our
personal hard drives and flash memory), that data
still has to be stored somewhere. Every time we
access any piece of information—the weather,
sports scores, e-mails—we have requested access to
a piece of information being stored on a hard drive
somewhere in physical space. According to Thomas
Lozada, a professor at NYIT,
Data center design has been virtually ignored
in traditional architectural discourse. Big-box
warehouses full of servers but devoid of any
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discernable architectural features, data centers have
thus far eluded critical scrutiny from the design
community. They are essentially autonomous machines

5. Thomas Lozada. “Something.”
Clog: Data Space. (Canada: 2012):
75 ¶1
6. Ibid. ¶2

that not only don’t require architects to function, they
hardly need any humans at all. 5
He goes on to ask:
So where is the opportunity for creative expression?
Architects and designers must now grapple with two
compelling questions: what can the data center become,
and, at a broader scale, how can humans interact more
meaningfully with their essential infrastructures?” 6
And provides the ultimatum:
Captions

Data centers represent our increasing ability to
efficiently organize information, but now it is up
to architects and designers to determine how that
information will, in turn, organize us. 7
This thesis will attempt to look at the two
primary design considerations of data center
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7. Thomas Lozada. “Something.”
Clog: Data Space. (Canada: 2012):
75 ¶7

design—energy and security—and challenge the
assumptions that govern the presumed autonomy of
data center sites. By looking at two extremes—the
urban, as is the case with 375 Pearl St in New York,
and the rural, as is the case with Verne Global’s
Facility in Keflavik, Iceland—we can develop a
two-faced project, one that creates the nodes in two
locations, and a network embedded in the physical
fiber optic infrastructures of the global information
exchange society.
An advertisement from CtrlS, a cloud
computing company headquartered in India,
informs us of the condition of contemporary data
center design. Their flagship facility in Mumbai is
8. “Asia’s Largest Tier IV
Datacenter - CtrlS Mumbai.”
YouTube video, 5:44. Posted by
“CtrlS Datacenters,” August 22,
2012. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=WKaoYL9aF04.

the largest data center in Asia and falls under the
Tier IV category, the largest and most secure type
of data center. CtrlS Mumbai is purpose built, in
opposition to a “bank-vault or a bunker,” and “it is
built for business.”8 The advertisement argues that
the “data center does not just hide or protect data
[…] every detail of data—the way it’s stored, used,
accessed, and maintained—is designed to deliver
the best business value.” The comparison to the
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bank-vault and the bunker continues as the narrator
describes the eight levels of security, some of which
include blast-proof gates, turnstiles, mantraps,
and biometric scanners. If these measures seem
inhuman, consider this: “All elements of the data
center—the grid, the floor, the tile space, the rack
size—have been derived from the dimensions of the
data center rack.”9 The machine is now replacing Le
Modulor.
The problem of energy in data center design
has created much more awareness about the cost
of data access and exchange. Several reports in the
New York Times have examined the environmental
effect of data centers. Data centers are designed
with redundancy to provide the most continuous
access possible. The Uptime Institute, a data center
research and consulting group, determined the Tier
system. In a Tier I system, the most basic kind,
there is a 99.671 percent availability. In a Tier IV
system, such as CtrlS, there is a 99.995 percent
availability. While these differences seem minute,
they are quite large: in a year, a Tier I system allows
for 29 hours of downtime, and a Tier IV system
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9. “Asia’s Largest Tier IV
Datacenter - CtrlS Mumbai.”
YouTube video, 5:44. Posted by
“CtrlS Datacenters,” August 22,
2012. https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=WKaoYL9aF04.

allows for 27 minutes. This notion of continuous
supply affects us in multiple ways.
Firstly, data centers now use 2 percent of the
10. Specifically, the range for
global electricity consumption
is between 1.1 and 1.5 percent,
and the range for United States
electricity consumption is between
1.7 and 2.2 percent. See Jonathan

electricity supply in the US, and over 1 percent in
the world.10 Each data center requires more than
one supply of electricity. Often times these come
from the non-renewable sources on the grid, but
increasingly companies locate to remote sites near a
body of water to harness hydroelectric energy (or in
the case of Verne Global, harness both hydroelectric
and geothermal). The UPS, or uninterrupted power
supply, requires diesel generators and massive arrays
of batteries should a disruption occur in energy
generation from outside sources. Contemporary
discussions on sustainability become challenged
when the notion of redundancy—having more
power than you need as a failsafe—becomes
necessary in a work of architecture.
There are other possibilities in this
underdeveloped discourse on the architecture of
data centers: Internet Exchange Points (IXPs).
IXPs are locations where Internet Service Providers
exchange broadband communication. Though their
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primary purpose is not to serve as a data center, they
usually provide colocation data centers (henceforth
called colos) to provide small to medium sized
business with their own servers without having to
build their own data center. Several examples exist,
such as One Wilshire in Los Angeles, 111 Eighth
Avenue, 60 Hudson Street, and 375 Pearl Street.
These exchange points are almost always in urban
centers, and mostly occur in repurposed buildings.
In my explorations, I am looking at both
rural and urban conditions. Several precedents fuel
speculation on the future of data centers within the
discourse of urban design. History speaks to the
urbanization of the data center. According to Tom
Vanderbilt:
Data centers were not always unmarked, unassuming
and highly restricted places. In the 1960s, in fact, huge
I.B.M. mainframe computers commanded pride of
place in corporate headquarters. “It was called the
glasshouse,” says Kenneth Brill, founder of the Uptime
Institute, a data-center research and consulting group.
“It was located near the executive suite. Here you’d
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11. Tom Vanderbilt, “Data
Center Overload,” The New
York Times, June 14, 2009,
sec. Magazine, http://www.
nytimes.com/2009/06/14/
magazine/14search-t.html. ¶16

spent $15 to 30 million on this thing — the executives
wanted to show it off. 11
The future of commodities trading also indicates
the reurbanization of data centers:
Firms initially linked from their own centers, but
that added precious fractions of milliseconds. So they
moved into the data center itself. “If you’re in the
facility, you’re eliminating that wire.” The specter of
infinitesimal delay is why, when the Philadelphia
Stock Exchange, the nation’s oldest, upgraded its
trading platform in 2006, it decided to locate the
bulk of its trading engines 80 miles — and three
milliseconds — from Philadelphia, and into NJ2,

12. Tom Vanderbilt, “Data
Center Overload,” The New
York Times, June 14, 2009,
sec. Magazine, http://www.
nytimes.com/2009/06/14/
magazine/14search-t.html. ¶27

where, as Thomas notes, the time to communicate
between servers is down to a millionth of a second.12
This thesis aims to challenge the hyperengineered rhetoric of data centers, and address two
issues that determine the siting and design of those
facilities: energy and security. By challenging the
models that support a LEED certified data center
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(that exists well outside urban, efficacious systems),
one can develop an architectural discourse on the
Information Age that codevelops with the politics
of internet ownership and governance. To end with a
passage from Vanderbilt:
It seemed heretical to think of Karl Marx. But looking
at the roomful of computers running automated
trading models that themselves scan custom-formatted
machine-readable financial news stories to help make
decisions, you didn’t have to be a Marxist to appreciate
his observation that industry will strive to “produce
machines by means of machines” — as well as his
prediction that the “more developed the capital,” the
more it would seek the “annihilation of space by time.”13
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13. Tom Vanderbilt, “Data
Center Overload,” The New
York Times, June 14, 2009,
sec. Magazine, http://www.
nytimes.com/2009/06/14/
magazine/14search-t.html. ¶29

PRECEDENTS
Several levels of classification exist for data
center precedents. The first classification is that
of site: urban or rural. The second classification
is the type of data center: a proprietary facility
for one company or a shared facility known as a
colocation center. The third classification is less
straightforward; it deals with the ‘architectural
merit’ of a facility. Though there are many data
centers in the world, few are mentioned inside
architectural discourse. For example, a simple search
14. As of May 4th, 2015.

on ArchDaily14 yields only 8 entries for buildings
whose primary program is data storage and/or
processing. The next few pages will include some
of those works, and a few other significant projects
that address architecture as a machine.
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PIONEN-WHITE MOUNTAIN
Bahnhof AB, one of Sweden’s largest internet
service providers, approached Albert FranceLandord Architects to design an elite colocation
facility in a former World War II bunker. The
clients and architects selected “references straight
from science fiction films, mostly ‘Silent Running’

4. “Pionen – White Mountain /
lbert France-Lanord
and a Architects,”
bunch of Bond films.”15 Though the building is
rchDaily, accessed May 4, 2015,
ttp://www.archdaily.com/9257/
underground, its location in Stockholm classifies it
ionen-%e2%80%93-whitemountain-albert-france-lanordas an urban data center.
rchitects/.
mage Credits:
This data center is also notable because it
bid.

hosted two Wikileaks servers.

Figures 6 & 7: Interior images of the facility. The upper image is the main
approach into the facility, with the diesel backup generators in the blue light,
and the exposed blasted stone to the right. The lower image is the meeting room
suspended above the main circulation path.

Figures 8 & 9: The two floor plans to the right show the largely mechanical/technical
facilities on plan 1 and the service and occupiable spaces (such as bathrooms) on
plan 2. The section on the bottom right shows the entry sequence and the two
levels of the project. Notice the unfinished blasted stone as a black poché.
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‘EXPOSING THE DATA CENTER’
Ivan Sergejev’s Master’s thesis at Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University proposes
to challenge the conventional notions of data center
design, exposed the physicality of the internet’s
infrastructure, and propose a new architectural
language for the data center typology.13
This project qualifies as an urban data center, a
colocation facility, and a discourse-intensive project.

Fig. 10: An exterior render of Sergejev’s thesis project. The data center takes place
within an existing building on Broadway in New York City.
Fig. 11-14: The plan and section of the project (upper-left and bottom-left) show the
structural framework Sergejev considered for the development. Sergejev conceded
that ‘they could be anything’ with regards to the section of the bottom-right (hence,
the roof skate park). In the textual diagram on the top-right, he compares the bank
to the cloud, arguing that bank securities are made immaterial through digitization,
and actuality of the digital world is stored in the computer “in a paradoxical way.”
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15. Ivan Sergejev. “Exposing the Data Center,” Ivan S
com/2014/02/11/exposing-the-data-center/.
Image Credits:
Ibid.

Sergejev’s Blog, accessed May 4, 2015, https://ivansergejev.wordpress.
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CTRLS
CtrlS provides Asia’s largest Tier IV facilities.
These two buidings exemplify the ‘black box’
interface of the data center.
These two facilities are considered urban.
Though neither is discourse-intensive (in fact, no
information on the architect or contractor could be
found for either), their monolithic stature offers a
possibility for the formal typology of such facilities.
Both examples serve as colocation facilities.
Note the name of the company is wordplay:
CtrlS comes from the Windows hotkey control + S,
whose function is save a file.

Fig. 15 & 16: The upper image on the right is the Tier IV facility in Mumbai and the
bottom image is the facility in Hyderabad. Notice the mass is largely the same, but
the cladding is different. This signifies another aspect of “the black box” as a data
center.
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Image Credits:
http://www.ctrls.in/gallery.php
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DATA

60 HUDSON STREET
60 Hudson Street is not primarily a data
center. It is one of a few internet exchange points

FLOOR PLA

(IXP), a location where many different networks
physically meet together to exchange network
traffic. The reuse of the old Western Union
Building, an example of Art Deco styling, shows
that the black box can exist in almost anything. It

ONE TENAN

is an urban building with a small colocation facility,
and an example of discourse-intensive architecture.
The architects were Voorhees, Gmelin and Walker.

com/wp-content/uploads/blogs/magazine/wp-content/images/17-12/ff_internetplaces2_f.jpg
ryd.com/datacenter/

THREE TENANT

Mona Weisb

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

Fig. 17: An exterior view of 60 Hudson Street in Tribeca.
Fig. 18-20: Above, a specification sheet of how one might rent out the floors.
Top-right, a diagrammatic section the ‘vertical infrastructure’ of the HVAC systems.
Bottom-right, a parallel projection of the ‘megasuite’ inside the building, colored
with different data halls.
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Direct +1 212
Mobile +1 917
mona.weisbe
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375 PEARL STREET
Also known as Intergate.Manhattan, Sabey
Corporation bought out the former Verizon
building in 2011. Paul Goldberger thought the
project “overwhelms the Brooklyn Bridge towers,
thrusts a residential neighborhood into shadow and
sets a tone of utter banality”14. Sabey is the largest
owner of data center facilities in the U.S. Though
the project ostensibly could be called modern, its

is subject to argument. It is
ap, “Open adiscourse-intensivity
New Window: A Tower
New York Times, January 15,
obviously urban and almost complete a colocation
ork Region, http://www.nytimes.
nyregion/15verizon.html.
facility. It was designed by the architecture/

buildingsnyc.com/wp-content/

engineering firm Rose, Beaton & Rose.

Fig. 21: A view of the monolithic facade looking downtown.
Fig. 22 & 23: Above, a sample floor plan of the colocation facility in the building. On
the right, a functional section showing the zones of HVAC and their relationship to
the data halls on each floor.
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Life Safety - Turnkey Data Center
Generator Plants / Chiller Plant

96’ above
sealevel

Con-Ed Substations /
Future Generators

46’ above
sealevel
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CITI DATA CENTRE
Arup’s data center in Frankfurt is the first
project in Germany to be LEED certified and the
first data center to receive a LEED Platinum award.
The project is not in the urban core of Frankfurt
and would not be considered within the discourse
of architecture. Its green wall (precisely what kind,
Arup do not tell us) masks Citi-owned proprietary
data storage. It fits the rural,
Image Credits:
http://www.arup.com/Projects/Citigroup_Citi_Data_
Centre.aspxmost data centers.

warehouse typology of

Although this is one of few projects to
transparently place ecology alongside data center
usage, the critical potential of this strategy is yet to
be realized.

Fig. 24: A front view of the facility with its ‘green wall.’
Fig. 25 & 26: Upper-right, Arup conveniently expose the functional and
performative massing within the project. Bottom-right, show the solar building
performance and the aesthetic effect on the facade.
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38

SIGNAL BOX
body text
line two

Captions

Alison Furuto. “Flashback: Signal Box / Herzog & de Meuron” 24 Jul 2012.
ArchDaily. Accessed 21 Dec 2015. <http://www.archdaily.com/256766/flashbacksignal-box-herzog-de-meuron/>
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BUFFALO GRAIN ELEVATORS
This is significant!

Captions

Alison Furuto. “Flashback: Signal Box / Herzog & de Meuron” 24 Jul 2012.
ArchDaily. Accessed 21 Dec 2015. <http://www.archdaily.com/256766/flashbacksignal-box-herzog-de-meuron/>
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GREAT NORTHERN ELEVATOR
This is significant!

Captions

Alison Furuto. “Flashback: Signal Box / Herzog & de Meuron” 24 Jul 2012.
ArchDaily. Accessed 21 Dec 2015. <http://www.archdaily.com/256766/flashbacksignal-box-herzog-de-meuron/>
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PARITY

Captions

45
Alison Furuto. “Flashback: Signal Box / Herzog & de Meuron” 24 Jul 2012.
ArchDaily. Accessed 21 Dec 2015. <http://www.archdaily.com/256766/flashback-

Inline notes; use endnotes, not
footnotes this time.
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THE SITE: TASIILAQ, GREENLAND
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TASIILAQ, TORSUUQ TUNOQ SOUND
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PRECIPITATION
MAX 120MM/MONTH

AVERAGE HUMIDITY

RAINY DAYS

BIOCLIMATIC DATA: TASIILAQ
MAX 84%/MIN 75%

MAX 12 DAYS/MONTH

AVERAGE TEMPERATURE
MAX 11°C/MIN -11°C

DAYLIGHT

140 mm

5 °C

120 mm

4 °C

100 mm
80 mm
60 mm
40 mm

3 °C
2 °C
1°C

20 mm

0 °C

0 mm

-1 °C

1200 hours

14 days

1000 hours

12 days

800 hours

10 days

600 hours
400 hours
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8 days
6 days
4 days

200 hours

2 days

0 hours

0 days

March

MAX 970 HOURS/MONTH

January

MAX 4°C/MIN -1°C

February

WATER TEMPERATURE

100 %

80 %

60 %

40 %

20 %

0%

20 °C

10 °C

-20 °C

-10 °C

-20 °C
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December

November

October

September

August

July

June

May

April

SITE PLAN: TASIILAQ
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SITE PLAN: ON THE BAY
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ENERGY DISCOURSE

This is significant!
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Inline notes; use e
footnotes this time

endnotes, not
e.

This is significant!
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THE SERVER
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SERVER RACK FLOWS
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FEEDBACK SERVER
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PARITY ENERGY CYCLE
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PARITY SECTIONS
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GEOTHERMAL + HYDROELECTRIC SCHEMES
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GEOTHERMAL PLAN
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GEOTHERMAL SECTION
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HYDROELECTRIC SECTION
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COMMAND CENTER PLAN
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MAINTENANCE BOTS
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DATA HALL ‘FUNNEL’
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FUNNEL PLAN
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FUNNEL COMPONENTS
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